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PERSPECTIVES

T
he battle between bacteria and their

viruses (bacteriophages) is, quantita-

tively, the dominant predator-prey rela-

tion in the biosphere, with an estimated 1030

infections per day. It is an unequal contest in

many ways. Phages replicate prodigiously.

Within 2 hours of the addition of a single T7

bacteriophage particle to a culture of 10 bil-

lion Escherichia coli cells, more than 99.9%

of the bacteria are destroyed and 10 trillion

virus particles are generated. And although, in

an evolutionary sense,  bacteria can “run” by

generating receptor mutations that prevent

phage binding, they cannot “hide”—phage

mutate at such high frequency that every

mutational evasion tried by bacteria is soon

overcome by phages with altered specificity

(1). Moreover, phages undergo unparalleled

degrees of genomic recombination, so new

specificities and other virulence features can

spread rapidly to brethren and even unrelated

phages. On page 960 in this issue, Brouns et

al. (2) characterize a new kind of bacterial

defense based on small RNA molecules that

match short sequences in the phage DNA.

After binding to a receptor, a phage injects

its genetic material into the bacterium, where-

upon viral DNA and proteins are synthesized

and new virions are assembled. A system

called restriction-modification is a well-

known bacterial defense against phage infec-

tion, in which a bacterium chemically modi-

fies its own DNA at every occurrence of a par-

ticular restriction site, usually a short palin-

dromic sequence. Wherever the sequence

occurs in the newly injected phage DNA, it

will not be modified and consequently, it will

be cleaved by a corresponding restriction

endonuclease, stopping the virus in its tracks.

But occasionally the system fails, and if the

DNA of even one virus becomes modified, all

of its subsequent progeny will encounter no

barrier in further infection cycles. Moreover,

some phages use altered DNA bases that con-

found restriction enzymes, whereas others

inject proteins that inhibit the restriction

enzymes. Even more cleverly, phages may use

a two-step injection process, in which only a

small portion of phage DNA first enters the

bacterium. This DNA encodes proteins that

antagonize restriction enzymes. Cells also

have suicide defenses, in which infections by

certain phages leads to premature cell death,

squelching the infection cycle before virus

particles assemble.

Recently, a new kind of phage defense was

discovered, based on loci called clusters

of regularly interspaced short palindromic

repeats (CRISPR) that are widespread in the

DNA of bacteria and archaea (3–5). CRISPR

loci consist of multiple short nucleotide

repeats separated by unique spacer sequences

and flanked by a characteristic set of CRISPR-

associated (cas) genes (see the figure) (6, 7).

The discovery that the spacers were often

identical to short sequences in phage DNA,

and that they seem to be constantly changing

in bacteria, suggested that they were a kind of

“memory of past genetic aggressions” (8) and

might underlie some kind of defense against

foreign DNA (9–11). This was confirmed in

an elegant study by Barrangou et al. (3),

in which a culture of Streptococcus ther-

mophilus was challenged with phage. Rare

phage-resistant bacteria were isolated that had

acquired at least one new CRISPR spacer

identical to a sequence in the phage DNA. By

replacing the entire CRISPR repeat array in

S. thermophilus with the new CRISPR spac-

ers, phage resistance was conferred. More-

over, phage overcame resistant bacteria by

mutating just 1 base pair within the sequence

corresponding to the new spacer. 

More recently, metagenomic analysis of

archaea has indicated that CRISPR loci are

extremely dynamic, with sequence changes

occurring on a time scale of months, and that

new spacers appear corresponding to phages

coexisting in archaeal communities (biofilms)

(12). An interesting twist from this analysis was

that, at least for the phages in these biofilms,

overcoming the CRISPR defense appeared to

be primarily a matter of intense recombina-

tional shuffling down to a scale of the size of

CRISPR spacers, rather than mutations.

Although these genetic and genomic

analyses (3, 12) clearly showed that the

CRISPR defense is a fundamental aspect of

bacterial and archaeal evolution, mechanistic

insight was completely lacking. In a major

step forward, Brouns et al. have reconstituted

the CRISPR phenomenon in laboratory strains

of E. coli, which, although it has CRISPR

sequences, had not been shown to use the
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A mechanism that generates small RNAs

in bacteria provides protection against

bacteriophage.
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CRISPR defense against any known phages.

The authors identify a multiprotein complex

called CRISPR-associated complex for

antiviral defense (Cascade), consisting of five

Cas proteins (CasA to CasE), and show that it

processes a long primary CRISPR transcript

to 57-nucleotide fragments, each containing a

unique spacer and bits of the flanking repeat

sequences (see the figure). By cloning all five

cas genes in different combinations into an

E. coli strain lacking CRISPR sequences

entirely, Brouns et al. show that only CasE

is required for cleavage of the primary

CRISPR transcript. Cascade processed pri-

mary CRISPR RNA, but not CRISPR RNA

(with a different CRISPR repeat) from a dif-

ferent E. coli species, and could be copurified

with the 57-nucleotide RNAs, indicating the

formation of a ribonucleoprotein complex.

Importantly, the authors could also construct a

CRISPR defense against the bacteriophage

lambda by engineering new spacers into

the E. coli CRISPR locus, chosen from sites

throughout the lambda genome. The artificial

CRISPR array was efficient, reducing the

ability of phage lambda to grow by a factor of

10,000,000. This effect depended on the pres-

ence of functional Cascade and expression of

the cas3 gene. In each case, the spacer seq-

uences could be chosen from either the tem-

plate or noncoding DNA strand of the phage

genes, suggesting that the target of CRISPR is

the phage DNA. This seems to be fundamen-

tally different from the small inhibitory RNA

strategy of eukaryotes, which suppresses viral

gene expression by destroying corresponding

messenger RNA.

The work by Brouns et al. has put at least

the active defense aspect of the CRISPR sys-

tem on track for thorough mechanistic and

structural analysis. The ability to genetically

and biochemically manipulate E. coli is far

superior to other biological systems, and bac-

teriophage lambda is arguably the only bio-

logical entity for which we have nearly pre-

dictive understanding. It can be expected that

rapid advances will be made in elucidating

the molecular details for CRISPR gene

expression, RNA processing, and the attack

on the target phage. 

Still obscure is how a bacterium acquires

new spacer sequences. No one has reported

a system for achieving this naturally, at effi-

ciencies conducive to biochemical analysis.

Moreover, we should anticipate that phages

have developed clever evasions of the

CRISPR system just as they have done for

restriction enzymes. Considering that the ori-

gin of modern molecular biology is grounded

in the study of bacteriophage, it is puzzling

that this particular weapon in the phage-bacte-

ria war remained a secret for so long. 
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F
ew who study the evolution of Earth’s

early ocean and atmosphere would

quibble with models that point to van-

ishingly low amounts of oxygen before the

first major step in oxygenation about 2.4 bil-

lion years ago. Because iron is insoluble in

O
2
-containing waters, scientists have long

linked this first step to the eventual disap-

pearance of iron-rich oceans by 1.8 billion

years ago; according to this model, iron-rich

oceans only reappeared for brief curtain calls

more than a billion years later, during the

“snowball Earth” glaciations (see the figure).

On page 949 of this issue, Canfield et al.

(1) argue instead for a full repeat perform-

ance, with a global, long-lived return to dom-

inantly iron-rich (ferruginous) conditions

about 700 million years ago (see the figure).

This surprising reappearance, with its impli-

cations for past and coeval ocean chemistry,

climate, and biological evolution, seems to

have persisted to 540 million years ago and

perhaps a little longer, overlapping with

the second major step in atmospheric oxy-

genation and the concomitant rise of ani-

mals (2–4). 

A decade ago, Canfield (5) challenged the

prevailing paradigm for oxygenation of the

ocean and the disappearance of banded iron

formations (BIFs)—the layered, rusty, sulfur-

poor smoking guns of the early, iron-rich

ocean. The classic argument links the demise

of BIFs to wholesale oxygenation of the deep

ocean about 1.8 billion years ago, which over-

whelmed the iron sources from that point

forward and kept the ocean free of all but

the tiniest amounts of iron. Canfield sug-

gested instead that the deep ocean remained

oxygen-free for another billion years or

more. During that long period of deep-ocean

anoxia, it was high concentrations of dissolved

hydrogen sulfide (H
2
S) that eventually drove

out the iron, because H
2
S and oxygen have a

similarly debilitating effect on iron solubility.

As the story goes, the still-small amounts

of oxygen in the atmosphere after 2.4 billion

years ago were consumed through decay of

settling organic matter produced in the surface

ocean, leaving the deep ocean oxygen-poor

(5). But even a small increase of oxygen in the

atmosphere meant greater oxidation of sulfur-

containing minerals exposed on the conti-

nents. With that weathering came delivery

of sulfate (SO
4

2–) to the ocean by rivers.

Increasing sulfate in seawater and the underly-

ing sediments resulted in ubiquitous produc-

tion of H
2
S by bacteria that reduce sulfate in

the absence of oxygen, and this H
2
S reacted

with the dissolved iron to form pyrite (FeS
2
)

(see the figure).

Today, large reservoirs of anoxic, H
2
S-

containing seawater are rare; the most volumi-

nous is the Black Sea. In contrast, as sulfate

began to accumulate in the still oxygen-poor

earlier deep ocean (6), it is likely that H
2
S-rich

waters were far more common over the billion

New data change the picture of how the 

iron, oxygen, and sulfur contents of the 

ocean evolved.
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